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CLOUD-DROPLET INGESTION IN ENGINE INLETS WITH

INLET VELOCITY RATIOS OF 1.0 AND 0.7’
BY RINALDOJ. BIHJN

SUMMARY

T’lwpdhe of cloud droplet% into two engirw in.i?ei%huve been
cahw?utedfor a wide range of meteoroh@cuJ andjfigti cc-nditzh.e.
The amourd of wa.tm in dropleitform ingtxti by the in.h% and
the amount and distrihdion of uxrter imphqri~ on the inlei
WUL?Sare obtaind from these droplet-trajtztory cuihihtti.
Iia both typm of inikt, a prolate eUipsoid of revolution reprwnte
~“tlw part or all of the forebody at h cen& of an annular
iw?et to an er@ne. The wnjiym.tti can also i-epre8@ a
fuselage of an airplaru wiih side ram-scoop inlets. Tha studies
were made at an angle of attack of OO. The principal di.ereme
between the two We+!x studied ia hi the inlei-irir velo& of one
ia 0.7 that of the other. The studitx of tie two vel.oci@ ratws
lead to some importan$ general concepts of wa& ingestion in
inlets.

INTRODUCI’ION

As part of n comprehensive program on cloud-droplet-
tmjectory computations, the NACA Lewis laboratory has
calculated the paths of droplets ahead of and surrounding
prolate ellipsoids of revolution moving through clouds
(rofs. 1 to 4). The present report extends the trajectory
computations with respect to prolate ellipsoids in an in-
compressible flow field to include the study of water ingestion
in two engine inlets at 0° angle of attack. In both inlets, an
dlipsoid represents either part or all of the forebody at the
center of an annular inlet to an engine, or somo other air-
processing device. In either inlet, the ellipsoid can also
bo assumed to approximate the fuselage of m airplane so
that the irdets become side ram~coop inlets.

‘ The configurations, which are described in detail in the
following section, are geometrically simple in order to permit
the studies described herein. In spite of the simplicity,
tho configurations are reasonable approximations of those
found on aircraft. The results of the studies on the two
simple shapes lead to important general concepts of water
ingestion into inlets of this type.

DES~IPTION OF CONFIGURATIONS

In order to make a study of impingement on inlets, it is
necessary to devise a model configuration for which the
airflow field can be obtained and which reasonably represents
an actual inlet on an airplane. The models chosen for this
study are basically dependent on the air velocity flow field
surrounding n prolate ellipsoid of revolution. Both inlet

configurations consist of an an.nulussurrounding an ellipsoid
of revolution as the forebody.

The inlets differ somewhat in physical appearance as -well
as in the entrance velocity of the air. h one inlet configura-
tion, the cowl, or outer wall, is infkitely thin and conforms
to the shape of an air streamline. With this inlet there are
many possible locations of the outer w-allwith respect to the
ellipsoid forebody. A possible configuration is shown in
Iigure l(a). The cowl of the other inlet configuration has
a slight thiclmess, as shown in figure 1(b). This outer wall
has a fixed configuration with respect to the ellipsoid fore-
body A B. The inner surface of the cowl and the inlet inner
w-allare straight and parallel. Either of the inlets shown in
figure 1 maybe a complete anm.dussurrounding the forebody
or a sector of an annulus such as would be found in side ram-
scoop inlets.

The ellipsoids chosen for this study are 10 and 20 percent
thick (finen+s ratios of 10 and 5, respectively) for cor@u-
ration 1 (fig. 1(a)) and 10 percent thick for configuration 2
(fig. 1(b)). The problem is limited to an angle of attack
of 0° between the major axis of the ellipsoid and the free-
stream air, because the facile methods of calculating the
flow field and trajectoriw are limited to OO.

(a) &n@uration 1. Inlet velocity ratio, 1.0.
(b) Configuration 2. Inlet velocity ratio, 0.7.

FIGUREl.—Inlet configurations,
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FIOUnFI2.—Air drwmlinee surrounding10-percentithick ellipsoid.
(A huge -working copy of thie figure may be obtained on mquwt
from ATACAHeadquarte~ Washington, D. C.)

Each of the two configurations has an associated inlet
velocity ratio, which is detined as the ratio of the velocim
at the inlet entrance to the free-stream velocity. For con-
figuration 1 the inlet velocity ratio is nominally 1.0. (Tre-
cise calculations show that the inlet velocity ratio may vary
from 0.9s to 1.02, depending on the location of the inlet
entrance.) The inlet velocity ratio for con&uration 2 is
nominally 0.7 (0.714, actually). A particular airflow field
is associated with each velocity ratio. The methods used
in calculating the two flow-field patterns produced a cowl
and inner wall with a slight d.ifkrence in geometrical shape
for the two inlets. In spite of this, the difference in velocity
ratio is not caused principally by the dii%xence in geometry,
but rather by ditlerencesin airflow requirements through the
inlets. & will be discussed further, the slight cowl thick-
ness of configuration 2 will not appreciably aiYectthe amount
of water ingested; thus, the two inlets my be compared on
the basis of velocity ratio.

INLET WITH VELOCITY R4TI0 OF LO

The droplet impingement on the cowl and the amount of
water ingested can be obtained by extending the analysis
of the trajectory calculations made for the results reported
in references 2 and 4. Droplet trajectories in space sur-
rounding the 10- and 20-percentAhick ellipsoids were
calculated in order tQ obtain the results reported in refer-
ences 2 and 4 on spatial variation of local liquid-water con-
centration. These same trajectories are not altered by an
inlet such as shown in figure 1(a) if the air streamlines (or
airflow field) ahead of and surrounding the ellipsoid are not
nltered by the inlet. The placement of an inlet around the

ellipsoid (or around a sector between-two meridian planes)
will not alter the tiow field if the cowl is of negligible
thickness, the cowl contour coincides with that of the nir
streamline on which it is superposed, and the values of local
air velocity around the ellipsoid are not changed. The pro-
vision that the local velocity is not changed implies thmtthe
airflow remains ideal and without viscosity or boundary
layers at the inlet walls.

The example shown in figure 1(a) illustrating the geo-
metrical configuration discussed in the preceding pmagrnphs
has the forebody ABC defied by the equation &+ 100N=
0.25. This is the equation for a 10-percent-thick ellipse lo-
cated with zero coordinates at the midpoint. The outer
-wall DE of the inlet is given by the equation for tlm air
streamlines:

(Symbols are defined in appendk A.)
Air streamlines are shown as dashed lines in figure 2. A

much simpler equation of the form

Z++d=g (2)

applies very well over the region between z= —0.4 nnd
z=O. The ordinnte scale ~ in figure 2 is exTandecl to 4
timm the abscissa scale z in nn effort to obtain precision.
This scale distortion is used in several subsequent figures
presenting trajectory data.

Trajectories of droplets are shown in figure 3. Droplets
shown starting at infinity at points j and k impinge on the

:’!
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FIGUEE3.—Ifhkration of droplet trajectories with respect to threo
possible locations of inlet walks.
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forebody at points j, and k,, respectively, and are assumed
to be removed from the possibility of entering the inlet.
The trajectory with start~~ point t is tangent to the fore-
body at t, and continues m space around the elliptical
forebody. Between the tangent trajectory and the fore-
body is a region void of droplets commonly referred to as
the shadow zone.

Three possible entrance walls are shown in figure 3. The
choice of either entrance wall JK or GH or any other wall
such as DE (fig. 3) that coincides with an air streamline
(fig. 2) depends on entrance-size requirement. If an
entrance wall such as JK (fig. 3) meets the entrance-size
requirements, then all the droplets in the space between the
tangent trajectory and the entrance lip trajectory l-ZPwill be
ingested. (This discussion applies only to clouds made of
droplets of uniform size. The concept involving clouds with
a distribution, or spectrum, of droplet sizes is discussed h
ref. 5.) The space between the trajectories is bounded by
the surfaces formed by rotating the trajectories in the
r,z-plane about the axis of the ellipsoid. With the entranm
wall placed at GH, trajectories such as n–n with starting
ordinates rolarger than those for m–mp will miss the forebody
and entramm altogether. The liquid water in droplet form
in the annulus space between trajectories m–mp and q-q will
impinge on the inner surface of wall GH between z= —0.25
and O. The detailed method for fiding both the amount of
water ingested and the water distribution is shown with
examples in a subsequent section.

INLET WITH VELOCITY RATIO OF 0.7

The solution of the aidlow field for an inlet velocity ratio
other than 1.0 was obtained in a median plane by adding a
twodimensionrd perturbation field representing the effect of
the inlet ta the r- and z-components of the air velocity field
surrounding a 10-percent-thick prolate ellipsoid of revolution.
The addition of a two-dimensional pertmbation field to a
threedimensional field confined to one meridian plane is not
strictly correct. This method of solution is justiiied only if
the two-dimensional perturbation is not large and if the inlet
is located where the radial component of flow is small-that
is, not near the nose of the ellipsoid. The two requirements
are complied with in the solution for this problem, because
the strength of the perturbation reduces the velocity ratio
to only 0.7 and the inlet is located outside the ellipsoid in a
region of largest ellipsoidal diameters.

The perturbation field used in this study is derived and
discussed in appendix B. The boundary conditions at the
surfacca of the forebody and inlet walls are satisfied, because
them surfaces represent air streamlinesafter the perturbation
velocities me added to the basic flow-field velocities of the
10-percent-thick ellipsoid. The resulting configuration (fig.
1(b)) has an attendant flow field that was used in the calcu-

lation of the trajectories. Unlike the preceding case for a
velocity ratio of 1.0, the cowl is iixed in its location with
respect to the inner wall and centerline of the forebody, and
only one configuration is associated with this inlet velocity
ratio of 0.7.

The forebody and inlet inner wall ABC (fig. 4) are defined
parametrically by

—2=0.00943 (q+ O.995e~+0.27~0

r= O.00943 (0.1+0.0998e~ +0.0418

for values of p between 0.6 and –29.5. This curve ap-
proaches r= O.041 between z= —0.25 and z=O, and very
closely approximates an ellipse between z= —0.30 and
z= —0.47. In order to simplify the concepts and the pres-
entation of the data, the forebody AB in figure 4 and all
subsequent figures illustrating this inlet is the 10-percent-
thick ellipse defied by the equation 2+ 100?= 0.25. The
outer w-allDE of the inlet is d@ned by a section of the ellipse
>+133+=0.75. The inner surface DF of the cowl is the
line r= O.0714.

As in the case for a velocity ratio of 1.0, the amount of
water ingested into the inlet is the water contained in the
space between the tangent trajectory (t–t,, @g. 4) and the
trajectory that intersects the entrance lip on the cowl of the
inlet (Wp, fig. 4).

DETERMINATIONOF DROPLETPATH

The method for the determination of the droplet path is
essentially the same as is described in reference 5. &w-unp-
tions that are necessary to the solution of the problem are:
(1) At a large distance ahead of the body the droplets are at
rest with respect to the air; (2) the only external force acting
on the droplets is the drag force due to the relative velocity
of the air with respect to the droplets; and (3) the droplets
are always spherical and do not change in size.

“--l ~/-2=/,.

“?W/i:” ““”?k’kikii-i?,d: “ “;:
oL-~ /A, :.-. - ,- ---- r I .—L

-.5 “ -.4 3 2 -.1
Axial kfance, z ‘.

FI~URD 4—Illustmtion of droplet trajectories with reapeat to 0.7-
velocity-ratio inlet.
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUA’ITONS OF DROFIXT MOTION

The differential equations that describe the motion of the
droplets were obtained by equating the drag force with the
rate of change of momentum of the droplet (ref. 5). The
equations are expressed in dimensionless form in order to
maint&n the number of calculations at a minimum and to
simplify the presentation of the results. Siice a flow field
is axisymnetric around an ellipsoid of revolution oriented
at 0° between its major &s and the direction of the free
stream, tie droplet trajectories in all meridian planw are the
same. The dimensionlessequations of motion of the droplet
trajectories are of the same form as those derived in reference
5 and can be written

(3)

where l?e is the local Reynolds number with respect to the
droplet diameter 2Uand the local relative velocity between
the air and the droplet. Thus,

2apJJ*
Re=Y J(%–%Y+(’W–%)2 (4)

The coefficient in equation (4) is called the free-stream
Reynolds number ii’%; hence,

(5)

The dimensionless number K, the inertia parameter, is
defined m follows:

(6)

The coefficient of drag CDmay be obtained from experimental
data as a function of the local droplet Reynolds number Re.

An examination of equations (3) and (4) shows that the
characteristics of the trajectories depend only on the values
of the two dimensionless parametcm K and R%. Thus, a
unique sat of droplet trajectories exists for every combination
of K and RQ.

METHOD OF SOLUTION

The differential equations of motion (3) are dif3icult to
solve, because values of the velocity components and the
factor containing the coefficient of drag depend on the posi-
tion and velocity of the droplet at each instant and therefore
are not known until the trajectory is traced. The values
of these quantities must be fed into the equations as a trajec-
tory is developed. This was accomplished by using a
mechanical differential analyzer constricted at the NACA
hvis laboratory for this purpose (ref. 6). The results were
obtained in the form of plots of droplet trajectories in the
coordinates of figures 3 and 4.

The following information w=’ required for use with the
differential analyzer in the trajectory calculation:

(1) Coe5cient-of-drag data: Values of the factor CDRe/24
as rLfunction of Re were obtained from tables in reference 7.

(2) Air velocity components: The air velocity components
u, and u: were determined as functions of r and z by means

of an analytical solution of the threedimensional flow field
ahead of m ellipsoid for the case of the inlet with a velocity
ratio of 1.0 (ref. 1) and by the method described in appencli..
B for the inlet with a velocity ratio of 0.7.

(3) Starting conditions: Before the integration could bo
performed with the differential amdyzer, the initial velocity
of the droplets had to be determined at the point selected
as the starting position. Jn addition, since the starting
position must be selected at a finite distance ahead of tho
ellipsoid, it was necessary to make a correction to thisstirting
ordinate in order to obtain the corresponding starting
ordinate ro at z=– o. The procedure for obtaining the
startrng conditions for the analog is the same as that dis-
cussed in detail in referenm 1.

The equations of motion (eq. (3)) were solved for various
values of the parameter l/K between 0.1 and 90. The inertia
parameter K is a measure of the droplet size, the flight
speed, the size of the basic ellipsoid, and the viscosity of tlm
air. In convenient dimensions, it is written in the form

K=l.704xlo-1~~ (7)

The density of water, which is expressed aa part of the con-
vemion factor, is 1.94 slugs per cubic foot.

For each value of the parameter l/K, a seriesof trajectories
was computed for each of several values of free-stream
Reynolds number & In convenient dimensions, the froo-
stream Reynolds number with respeot to the droplet diarnoter
is written a9

(8)
.

b order to make these dimensionless parameters more
physically significant in the following discussion, some typical
combinations of K and Reo are presented in tnble I.for various
lengths and velocities of the basic ellipsoid, droplet sizes, and
flight pressure altitudes and temperatures. A procedure for
rapid calculation of l/K and ReOfrom practical flight condit-
ions is given in appendix B of reference 8.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
INLETWITRVELOCITY RATIO OF LO

Several sets of trajectories for diiferent combinations of
Rh and l/K are shown in iigure 5 for a 10-percent-thick
ellipsoid. Some of the many possible wall locations are
shown in iignre 5 as dashed lines, which are duplications of
the air streamlines shown in &we 2. The cowl lip may be
located anywhere along the air streamline. The traject.orics
are shown as medium-weight solid lines. The order of prce-
entation of figures 5(a) to (e) is in accordance with tho
amount that droplet trajectories differ from air streamlines
That is, in iigure 5(a) the difference between a droplot
trajectory and a superposed air streamline (partiouhwly
regarding the slope of each at a given point in space) is grmter
than in figure 5(e). In figure 6(e) the directions of the drop-
let trajectories are everywhere nearly coincident with air
streamlines. This order of presentation also shows the
correlation between droplet impingement on the cowl rmd
the parameters R% and l/K. The impingement in figure
5(d) is less than in figures 5(a) or (b).
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FImmm 5.—Trajectmiee for inkt with velocity ratio of 1.0. Baaic ellipsoid, 10 percent thick.
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The significance in the variation of l/K and R% is seen in
table I. Some of the approximate possible flight and atmos-
pheric combinations that could be applied to figure 5 are
given in the following table:

l-l
5,000 1000 50 1/30 8192 I (a)

15,000 80 29 3 512 (b)

3“ +

20 128 (c)
;Y :2 128 (d)

50 25,000 10 3 114 8 (e)

DroDlet i.n~estion.-The amount of water ingested by an
inlet ~ the &ter in droplet form through an a&mlar area of

space (perpendicuhm to the major axia of the ellipsoid)
belxveen the inlet lip and the body of the ellipsoid. l?or
example, if the inlet COW1were located ot JK in figure 3,
water would be ingested through an amular area of space
of tidth BJ. For the case of a velocity ratio of 1.0, ~vherein
any number of locations of the COW1are possible, the amount
of water ingested must be presented as a function of inlet
entrance location as well as R% and I/K.

If, for a particular combination of values of R% and 1/1{,
the point of tangency b of the tangent trajectory occurs
outside the entrance, such as in figure 3 (i. e., the z-position
of the point of tangency is upstmmn of the z-position of the
entrance lip), the amount of \vateringested is obtained from
the follo~ving equation:

wi=o.33ml@w(@, 1—4,t=”) (fIn)
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(a) Free-etream Reynolds number, O. (b) Free-stream Reynolds number, 128.
(c) Free-stream Reynolds number, 512. (d) Free#mam Reynolds number, 1024.

(e) Free-stream Reynolds number, 4096.
(f) Free-dream Reynolds number, 8192.

FImmm 6.—Thiclmess of shadow zone as funotion of axial position. Basio ellipsoi~ 10 percent thiok; inlet velooity mtio, 1.0.
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~reent thiok; inlet velocity ratio, 1.0.
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where ru 1is the he-stream radial distance at z= — m of the
trajectory that touches the entrance lip, and ru ~mis the free-
strcam radial distance of the tangent trajecihy. H the
tangency point is located downstream of the entrance lip
(i. e., inside the entrance, see fig. 5 (a)), the ~ater ingcm%dis
obtained from

w,=o.33ml@u(*,- <i?) (9b)

where r%Bis the radifd distance at z= — m of the trajectory
that impinges on the ellipsoid at the same &position as the
inlet opening, such as point B in iigure 3. The z-position of
the tangent trajectory can be obtained horn figure 6, which is
a reproduction of figure 8 of referauce 4. The z-position of
the tangency corresponds in figure 6 to the zero value of the
shadowzone thickness r–r,. The amount of -ivateringested
for various radial locations of the lip can be found from the
data presented in figure 7, vhich is a reproduction of iigure 4
of reference 4, if the inlet lip is located at z=O, —0.25, or
—0.60. Intermediate locations of the entrance lip may be
treated by cross-plotting the data in figure 7.

The following .exsmple illustrates the use of figure 7.
Assume fight and atmospheric conditions such that Reo=128
and l/K=46. These conditions correspond to an approxi-
mate flight speed of 300 miles per hour, cloud-droplet diam-
eter of 20 microns, ellipsoid length of 27 feet, and pressure
altitude of 15,000 feet. Further, sasume that design criteria
governing the inlet spacing area place the inlet lip at ?=0.08
and z=— 0.25. I?igure 7(h) is used to obtain the required
vnhea of H,~and ~, ~..

From @e 7(h), the value of ~ ,=0.00477 is found from
the curve for l/K=45 for an absciesareading of r’= (0.08)2=
0.0064. The value of Y%,tincan be obtained horn the same
figure by reading the bottom end of the same curve. For
this example, r(?,~n=t).000045. The only remaining unlmown
for the solution of equation (9a) is the liquid-water content
Wo,which can be obtained from meteorological data. The
bottom ends of the curves of flgu.re7 automatically give either
tho value of ?%,., or %,B, whichever applies. H the bottom
ends of the curves touch the dashed line labeled “ellipsoid
surface,” ~ ~ is obtained; ~heress ~, U=is obtained from the
curve ends that do not touch the dashed line.

If the COW1lip is located at z= –0.50 and the COW1coincides
with an air streamline, the ~ater ingcated can be obtained
from the data in figure 7(m). The procedure for deteminhg
the ~atar ingested is the same S-Sin the preceding example,
except that

wf=o.33mLWii, (9C)

because the lomr limiting trajectory coincides with the
z-axis.

The method described for obtaining &e amount of ~ater
ingested pertains in principle to a simple configuration in
which a portion of an air streamline is replaced by a -mallof
negligible thickness. In an actual model, the wall hss thick-

ness and probably deviat~ from an air st&amline. The
method still applies if the wall thickness is not large com-
pared with the ellipsoid thiclmess, which is usually the W,
and the centerline of the wall shape approximates an air
streamline. In other ~ords, the remdts obtained by this
method are not sensitive to small deviations from the ideal
model presumed in these studies, because small amounts of
wall thickness and -malldeviation from the original shape of
the air streamline introduce only small changes in the air
stmamliue pattern. Furthermore, because of the droplet
inertia, the change in droplet trajectory is even less tlmn the
change in air streamline pattern.

Total impingement on inlet walls.-’l%e amount of ~ater
impinging on the inlet walls is a function of the inlet lip posi-
tion as well aa of the values of l/K and R%. H the point of
tangency t, is outside (upstream of) the entrance opening
(fig. 3), there is no impingement on the inner md.1 of the
inlet. The z-position of the point of tangency t,, which
corresponds to zero value of shadow zone, is given in iigu.re6.

If tie point of tangency occurs inside the entrance, the
amount of ~ater impinging on the inlet inner -ivall (i.e., on
the ellipsoid surface downstream of the inlet opening) can
be found from the studies reported in reference 3. The
-ter impinging on the ellipsoid surface between the entrance
opening and the point of tangency t, on the inlet inner wall is

W.-t= =l.o!tt(@’u(< $0=+%.B) (lo)

where 1.04 is the combination of constants in equation (9).
The value of 4,.= is available directly in @me 8. ~.e
value for r:= can be obtained from figure 9. A correlation
betmeen z and the distance iii’along the ellipsoid sqrface for.
use in comection with figure 9 is available in figure 10.

Whether impingement occurs on the outside s~ace of
the cod depends primarily on the vsh.ms of l/K snd l?~~

Square of droptet ordinot~ rz

(m) z= –0.50; Rco=O, 128,612,10~ 4096, and8192.

Fmmm 7.—C0noluded.

-.

..
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FrQum8.-SqLIarSof starting ordinak of tangent trajectory as funotion of inertia parameter. Basic ellipsoi~ 10 percent thiok; inlet velooity
ratio, 1.0.

Ii’or example, the trajectories shown in figure 5(a) are nemly
straight lines. For the conditions represented by figure 5(a),
impingement occurs only on the outside surface of the COWL
For conditions represmted in figure 5(b), the amount of
impingement on the outside and inside cowl surfaces depends
on the r- and z-position of the inlet lip. For conditions
represented in @urea 5(c) to (e), impingement occurs only
on the inside surface.

Figures s(a) and (e) represent the two extremes of trajec-
tory shape. @mbiuations of values of l/K less than 1/30
with R% less than 8192 result in trajectori~ at least as
str@ht as those shown in f3gure 5(a). Cmnbinations of
values of l/K greater than 114 with BeiI greater than 8
result in trajectifies that follow the air streamlines at least
as well as those shown in fig-ore 5(e). For values of l/K
less than 3, the impingement is principally on the outside
surface of the cowl between z= –0.50 tmd –0.25. For values
of I/K greater than 3, the impingement is principally on the
inside surface spread thinly over the entire surface.

Impingement distribution on inlet walls.-No attempt is
made to give quantitative values of the mnount of water
impinging on the cowl nor of the distribution of impingement.
Both the amount of impingement and the distribution are
very sensitive to small changes in the shape of the cowl,
particularly for conditions in which the droplet trajectories
are nearly like air streamlines (iigs. 5(c) to (e)). The use
of figure 5 as a guide will lead to useful approximate results
when the cowl has some thiclmwa and the cowl mean line
oan nearly be superposed on an air streamline. For flight
and meteorological conditions reprcxmntedby @gures 5(c)
to (e), mwl thiclmess will bring about impingement on the

entrance lip. The collection on the lip will be very high.
For these same flight and meteorological conditions, impingem-
ent on the outside surface is hardly perceptible. On the
tide surface the rate of impingements slight, but impinge-
ment spreads thinly for a considerable distance downstream
of the lip.

Impingement for conditions shown in figure 5(Q) can be
obtained very easily from the geome@-, because the trajec-
tories me nearly straight lines. The most difllcult problem
is presented by conditions shown in figure 5(b). It is
helpful to lmow that, for the conditions shown in figure fi(b),
a cowl with thiclmess does not disturb the trajectories,
because the inertial forces of the droplets are relatively large
compared with the forces in the airstreamavailable to change
their paths. Therefore, inlet walls with small amounts of
thickness can be superposed directly on &me 6(b), and the
impingement and distribution can be obtained from the
resulting geometry.

Variation of liquid water across inlet opening.-The
installation of small prohmling objects that do not alter
the airflow appreciably is often required near the irdet
opening. Occasionally, coarse screens me ,also used. A
knowledge of the rate of ice formation on these objects is
very valuable. & with the ellipsoids reported in references
2 and 4, a radial variation in the locid liquid-water concen-
tration exists in the immediate vicinity of the elliptical
forebody. Thus, the local concentration of water vmiea
radially at the inlet opening. The procedure for determining
the spatial variation of liquid water is described in detail
in references 2 and 4 and is retiewed here for convenience.
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(a) Free-stream Reynolds number, O. (b) Free#mam Reynolds number, 128.
(o) FmeAream R8ynolds number, 612. (d) Free—dreamReynolds number, 1024
(e) Free-stream Reynolds number, 4096. (0 Free#mam Reynolds number, 8192.

Fxmnm 9.—Starting ordinate m funotion of diat.anca along surfaca to point of impingement. Bash eIlipsoi& 10 percant thiok; inlet velooity-
ratio, 1.0.
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Fracrm 10.—Relation MAveen diatanm along ellipsoid surfaca and axial coordinate. Baaiu ellipsoi~ 10 percent thiok; inlet velooi~ ratio, 1.0.
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(a) 2=0; @-O. (b) Z=o; @=128.
- (0) z=O; ~=512. (d) z=O; R%= 1024.

(e) z=O; Rco=4096. (f) z=O; &=8192.

Fmmm il.—Variation of 100alconcentration faotor with radial diatanoa at constant asial position. Baaio ellipsoid, 10 percent thick; inlet velooi~
ratio, 1.0.
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Rodrnl dktonce, r

(g) Z=–O.26; Rq=o. (Q Z=–O.25; Re&=12S.
(i) 2=–0.25; &=512. @ 2=–0.25; R%=1024,
(k) z=–O.25; &=4096. = –0.2S; @=8192.

(~) ~=–O.50; R@=Oj128, 612, 102-4,4096, and .Slfi2,

~GurtB 11.-Conoluded. ‘Variation of 100al concentration faotor with radial distanm at constant axial position. Baaio ellipsoid, 10 percent
thiok; inlet velocity ratio, 1.0.
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The loed weight flux of water in droplet form is

F=0.33wOZ7C,lb/(br) (sq ft) (11)
where

C=g

The element of area implied by the equation is a unit per-
pendicular to the major axis located in the plane of the inlet
opening. The local concentration factor C at a point r in
space for three locations of z (O,—0.25, and —0.50) is given
in figure 11. The thicknq-s (r—r,) of the shadow- zone

.I=ti02 --- , :“ I
.Ol+f ~ .,, ‘,. 1

1 1 .’I I 1 I 1. 1 I
%5 -.50 -.45 -.40

1 1
-.35 -.30 -.25 -20 -.15 -JO -.05 -o

Axialdislarce,z

FIGURE 12.—ti streamline surrounding 20-percent-thick ellipsoid.
(A large working copy of ti figure may be obtained on request
from NACA Headquarters,WasMngtoD,D. C.) .J. .

(region of zaro concentration) at each -position on the body
is given for various values of Reo and lIK in figure 6.

20-Percent-thiok ellipsoid.-The preceding remdts and
discussion have been presented for a Io-percen&thick
ellipsoid. The same discussion and methods apply to a
20-percentAIick ellipsoid. The corresponding data are
available in figures 12 to 18. The dir streamlines surround-
ing a 20-percen&thick ellipsoid are plotted in @ure 12. The
sir streamlines can also be calculated from equation (l).
Figure 5 maybe used as a guide for estimating the impinge-
ment and distibu tion on the outer wall of the 20-percent-
tbick body as well as on the lo-psrcent-thick ellipsoid.
The dual use of figure 5 is possiile because, relative to the
air streamlines, the droplet trajectories are very simikw for
the two bodiw.

Inertiaporamefer,K
---

I?u3uzu+ 15.-Square of starting ordinh of tangent trajectory as
function of inertia parameter. Btio ellipsoid, 20 percent thick;
inlet velocity ratio, 1.0.
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(a) Fme+tnmnReynolds number, O. (b) Free-stream Reynolds number, 126.
(c) Free-stream Reynolds number, 512. (d) Free-stream Reynolds number, 102.-4.

(e) Fme—hwm Reynolds number, 4096.
(f) Fme#mam Reynolds number, 8192.

Fmmm 13.—ThiokneEa of shadow zone as funotion of askd position. Basio ellipsoid, 20 percent thiak; inlet velo~~~6, 1.0.
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(a) s=O; Ra=O. (b) Z=o; Re.J=128.
(0) z=o; @=512. (d) s=(); WO=1O24.
(e) z=O; @=4096.

.,. .
(f) s=O; W=8192.

man 14.-Squam of starting ordinate as funotion of square of droplet ordinate at constant mdal positiorL Baaio ellipsoi~ 20 percent thiok;
inlet velodiy ratio, 1.0.
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(g) z=– 0.26; R#o=o. (h) Z=–O.26; Re$=ln.
(i) 2=–0.26; R@=512. (j z=–O.26; Rq=1024.
(k) s=–O.26; ~=4096. (1) s=– 0.26; ReF8192.

FIWJEM14.-Gcmtirmed. Square of starting ordinati as funotion of square of droplet ordinate at constant dal poeition. Baeio ellipeoid, 20

,J:llll: . . . .
percent thick; inlet VdOOi~ diO, 1.0.
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(q) s= – 0.50; R5=4096. (r) s=–O.60; R~=8192.

FxciuRE 14,—Ckmoluded. Square of darting ordinate as function of square of droplet ordinate at constant axial position. I%sio eJJipsoi& 20
percent thick; inlet velooity ratio, 1.0.
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(a) Free-stream Reynolds number, O. (b) Free-stream Reynolds number, 128.
(u) Free-atresrn Reynolds number, 5L3. (d) Free-stream Reynolds number, 1024.
(e) Fme—shwm Reynolds number, 4096. (f) Fme4mam Reynolds number, 8192.

Frcmzm 16.-Starting ordinab M funotion of distance &ng surfaoe to point of impingement Basio ellipsoi~ 20 percent thiok; irile~ volooit~
ratio, 1.0.
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(a) 2=0; @=O. (b) z=O; Reo=128.
(c) 2=0; R4=512. (d) S=o; R.%=1024.
(e) z=O; Rq=4096. (f) z=O; ReF8192.

raHlS.-%rIation of local mncentration faotor with radialdistanceat cmstant dal position. Basio ellipsoi~ 20 percent thiok; inlet vdlooity
ratio, 1.0.
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:aurm18.-Ckdinued. Variation of 100al concentration faotor with”radial diatanca at constant axial position. Basio ellipsoi~ 20 percent thiok;
inlet velooity ratio, 1.0.
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(m) z= –0.50; ltq=O. (n) z= –0.60; R%= 128.
(0) 2=–0.50; &=512. “ (p) z= –0.60; ltep102M
(q) s= –0.50; ~=4096. (r) z= –0.60; Reo=8192.

FXQURE18.-Cono1uded. Variation of Iooai concentration faotor with radial distance at constant axial position. Basio eiiipsoi~ 20 perosnt thiok;
inlet velocity ratio, 1.0.

INLET WITH VELOCITY RATIO OF 0.7

The effect of changes in l/K and .R%on droplet trajectories
is illustrated in @e 19. The same range of flight and
meteorological conditions covered by figure 5 is given in
figure 19.

Droplet ingestion.-The amount of water in pounds per
, hour flowing in the region bounded by the tangent trajectory

(t-t,, fig. 4) and the upper limiting trajectmy (l-lP, fig. 4)
is given by the expression

W,= O.33woDAC, (12)
.

The derivation of this equation is bssed on the law of con-
servation of matter.

The total concentration factor (?, may be considerc@ an
ingestion eiikiency (scooping ratio), since it is the ratio of
the area at z=– ~ between the tangent and upper limiting
trajectories to the area at the inlet opening. The term C, is
defined aa

C’=(o.o?li;yh!l)’
Q (13)

where r%I is the ordinate at z= — ~ of the upper limiting
trajectory, and ru~ is the ordinate at infinity of the tangent
trajectory. The values in the denominator are the values
of r of the inner wall and cow-lat the opening @oints B and
D, &. 1b)). This ~fition of tie ~ti Concentition
assumesthat the area of interest A, in square feet, iz a sector
of an anm.duswith the area perpendicular to the major axis
of the ellipsoid. The valu= of C, are given in Iignre 20.

The values r~,~of the.ypyer limiting trajectories and ro,~
.
r.-

of the tangent trajectories are given in figure 21. The tra-
jectories near the body deviate more from a straight line
than those near the lip of the entrance (see fig. 19); there-
fore the ordinates at z= — w of the upper limiting trajec-
tmiea are not aflected by changca in 12eoand l/K so much as
the tangent trajectories.

Variation of liquid water across inlet opening.-The local
weight flux of water in droplet form is obtained from equa-
tion (11). The local concenh-ation factor C at a point r in
spacB at z= —0.30 and –0.25 is obtained from figure 22.
The Iargeat values of concentration factor am near the fore-
body, just above the shadow zone. The variation in local
concentration radially across the inlet is very similar ti the
spatial variation for the inlet with a velocity ratio of 1.0
(figs. 11 and 18).

Reciprocalof Irwrlioporameler,I/K

FIGURE 20.-Total concentration factor as funotion of free-stream
%ynolds number and reciprocal of inertia parameter. Inlet
velocity ratio, 0.7.
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IIK= 1/30; ReQ=8192. (b) l/K=3; &=512.
I/K= 16; R%= 128. (d) l/K=46; %=123.

(e) l/K=l14; R~=S.

~Gmm 19.—Trajeotories for irdet with velooity ratio of 0.7.
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Reciprocal of hertio pororneter, l/K

FIGURE 21.Atarting ordinatea of upper limiting trajeotoriee and tangent trajeotonea. Inlet velooity ratio, 0.7.

A region of zero concentration existsShadow zone.—
adjacent to the surface of the inner wall. The thiclmees
(r–r,) of this shadow zone at each *position on thebody for
various values of R% and I/K is given in figure 23. The
magnitude of the shadow zone depends on both l?% and l/K,
az in the preceding case of the inlet with a valocity ratio of
1.0. For the inlet with a velocity ratio of 0.7, the thiclmeas
of the shadow zone becomes appreciable inside the inlet,
because the inner wall becomes a straight line parallel to the
major axis.

Total impingement on cowl.—Although the wnll thioknem
does not appreciably aifect the total water ingested, the wall
shape is important in dqtermining impingement on the wall.
With the particular value of inlet velocity ratio studied (0.7),
no impingement occurs on the outer surface of the cowl for
VSJUSSof l/K larger than 1. This means that for most
flight and atmospheric conditions (see tible I) only large
drops will impinge on the outer surface of the cowl.

.!,
,.
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(c) S=–O.30; l/K= 15.

(d) 2=–0.30; l/K=45.
(e) Z=–O.30; l/K= 90.

I?mmm 22.—I.cmal concentration factor as function of radial distanco of inlet opening. Inlet veloaity ratio, 0.7.
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k’XGUKS22.-Chmluded.

z= —().M; I/K= 1.
z= –0.25; l/K=3. = –0.2fi; l/K=46.
z= —0.25; l/K=15. ~ ;= –0.26; l/K=90.

Local concentration faotor a9 funation of radial dfetance of inlet opening. Inlet veloaity ratio, 0.7.
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(a) Wee-etream R8ynolde number, O. (b) Free-stream Reynolds number, 128.
(0) Free4rwm R8ynoMs nmnber, 512. (d) Fme#mam Reynolds number, 1024.

Fmmm 23.-Thialmem of shadow zone along Met inner wall. Inlet veloaity ratio, 0.7; angle of attaolq OO.
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.

3“”- Recip”ti of ind”o pmmeter, l/K

FIwm 24..-COW1 hmer-surface impingement factor. Inlet veloai@
ratio, 0.7.

The amount of water in droplet form impinging on the
inner surface of the cowl is

Wa=0.33m@7L2(r&-~& (14)

The valuea of (&zP —r~ ~) required in equation (14) are
given in figure 24. The impingement study is cxndined to
the surface between points D and F (fig. 4), because tra-
jectories were not calculated beyond the midsection of the
ellipsoid (z= O).

Impingement distribution on cowl.—The rate of water
ifnpingement per unit area on the inner surface of the cowl

.04

.03

.02

=

~G .0 I
.

$
(o)

;0 I 1 I

$.04
g
g
5 .03

.02

.01

(c)

o .04 .0s .12 .16 .20 .24 .2

between points D and F (Q 4) can be found by applying
the valuea of (3,given in *e 26 to

W~o=2.3wJJ/% (15)

This equation is derived from the concept thut the flux of
water in droplet form through an annular mea of space width
r~—rl impinges on the cowl surfack between points Sqg and
8=*:

w#,o=o.33 ‘@J
7(%+)0 Art

2r(0.0714) (S’s-fil)e
=2.3 u@ —

AS.

where, in the di.fhrential limit,

The local impingement factors I%are given in figure 26 as
functions of the surface distance S,, starting from the inlet
lip at point D. For all valuea of l/K and l?% the maximum
impingement rate occurs at the entrance lip. Although tho
high rate occurs between the entrance lip and approximately
S.=0.02 (ratio of actual distance to major axis), the re-
mainder of the surfaca is exposed to impingement, The
impingement distribution on the inner surface of the cowl is
obtained directly hwm figure 25, because Wfl,o is directly
proportional to pc (eq. (1S)). The integral of TVB,dbetween
the cowl lip and z=O is equal to the total impingement on
the cowl W. given in the preceding section.

(b)

(d)

o .04 .0s .12 .16 .20 24 .20
Cowl surface disfance. S=

(s) Free-s&amReynoldsnumber,O. Fme+&an Reynoldsnumber, 128.
(o) Fme4ream Reynolds number,512. :; Fme#mam Reynolds number, 1024.

FIGURM26.-Local collection efficiency as funotion of surface distance. Inlet velooi~ ratio, 0.7.
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COMPARISONOFINLRTSWITHVELOCITYRATIOS1.0AND0.7

The two types of entrances discussed herein can be com-
pared inn limited manner only. The tiikiguration with the
inlet velocity ratio of 1.0 and 10-percent-thick basic ellipsoid
must be confined to that configuration which most nearly
corresponds to the fixed geometric shape of the 0.7-velocity-
ratio inlet. h air streamline (line DE, @g. 3) exists for
the inlet with a velocity ratio of 1.0 that superposes very well
on the wall DE (fig. 4) of the 0.7-velocity-ratio inlet. &
inlet composed of elliptical forebody ABC and cowl DE,
shown in figure 3, is compared with an irdet configuration
shown in figure 4. The corresponding configurations are
also shown in f3gurcs 1(a) and (b), respectively.

The principal geometric difference in the two configurations
is that the cowl DE in figure 3 (also fig. 1(a)) has negligible
thickness; whereas, the cowl in figure 4 (also @. 1(b)) has
thickness EF at z=O. In spite of the thickness EF, the
cowl of the 0.7-velocity-ratio inlet is very thin, approxi-
mating a thin wedge (in sectional view) with a sharp edge at
the entrance point D. The relative geometric proportions
of the 0.7-velocity-ratio inlet axe best illustrated in figure
1(b). (Az was previously stated, the ordinate scale in fig.
4 is expanded with respect to the abscissa scale.) The wall is
not thick enough to be of consequence in the influencing of
the airflow field ahead of the inlet. The inlet inner walls are
also shaped somewhat differently; the inlet opening areas
me the same and in both inlets remain approximately con-
stant from the opening through to z=O. In spite of the
small differences mentioned, the two irdet con&urationa are
enough alike to permit comparison of the total water ingested
and the distribution on the cowl inner surface for the two
velocity ratios.

TOTAL WATER INGESTED

In order to facilitate the presentation of results, the com-
parison is made at several specific flight and atmospheric
conditions. The conditions chosen are the same aa those
represented by the trajectories of figures 5 and 19. These
conditions are representativeof a wide range of values of
l/K and R%. However, a danger must be noted arising
from the choice of only a few sets of- tinditions for com-
parison: TJ.mxelative importance of the different ~factms
b~bg mmpm~~i.W,ch-~ $jg~t speed, droplet diametar, and
so forth, may change when other numerical vilues are chosen.

The comparative results are preaentad in the following
tabulation m ingestion efficiencies. The ingestion efficiency
(or scooping ratio) is the ratio of the watm ingested to tie

50

5,000 1000 50 1/30 8192 100 100

15,000 80 29 3 612 102 94

=H-w+l+

total water in an annular apace with a cross-sectional area
equal tQ that of the inlet and a volume in free space equal
tQ that swept out by the inlet.

The ingestion eiliciency includes the water that impinges
on the inner wall. For l/K= l/30, I?%=8192, md a 1.O-
velocity-ratio inlet, 8 percent of the water passing through
the opening strikes the inner w-cdl(impinges on ellipsoid sur-
face beyond the opening). For all other conditions tabu-
lated, all or almost ill the water ingested does not strike
the inside surface of the cowl up to the midsection (z= O).
For l/K=3, &=512, and a l.O-veloci@-ratio inlet, a slight
concentration effect is present, which results in an ingediion
SfEciency of 102 percent. The ingestion diciency of the
inlet with a veloci~ ratio of 1.0 is over 90 percent and 1sss
than 104 percent for a wide range of conditions listed in
table I.

The ingwtion ef6ciency of the inlet with a velocity ratio
of 0.7 is always over 75 percent and never over 100 percent
for the conditions listed in table I. The ingestion efficiency
for this inlet is found directly from figure 20, which presents
the total concentration factor. Inge9tion efficien~ is 100
times larger thm the C, factor of figure 20. For comparable
flight and atmospheric conditions, somewhat less water is
ingest8d at 0.7 velocity ratio than at 1.0, except for
rain drops.

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER ON INNER SUEFACE OF COWL

A detailed quantitative comparison of the water distri-
bution has little practical application, because small changes
in shape of the walls Meet the distribution appreciably. A
reasonable qualitative mmparison can be made easily by
examining figures 5 and 19; for example, for l/K=l/30 and
%=8192 (figs. 5(a) and 19(a)), the trajectories for both
inlets are practically straight IimM,with consequent slight
impin@ment on the outer surface md no,,inipingement on
the inner surface of the cowl. For other ”combinations of
I/Kaad R% in figures 5(II) to (e) and 19(b) to (e), in which
there is some impingeimmt on the tier surface of the cowl
for both inlets, the dis&bution “of ‘tl#s impingement d.i&m
between the two inlets. For- We ir@li@th ii mdoci~ ratio
of 1.0, the trajectories me nehrly @&W@ ~ the cowl (located
at DE, fig. 3). The small ainount of “ti@i@.fent is spread
fairly evenly from points ‘D to E of the wall surface. For
the inlet with a velocity ratio of 0.7, the distribution is
much higher near the inlet opening (see fig. 25 for values of
local impingement factors). Thus, lowering inlet velocity
ratio from 1.0 to 0.7 tends to distribute the impingement less
evenly on the inner surface of the cowl with greater con-
centration near the opening.

For both inlets in an actual cloud in which a distribution
of droplet sizes is present, the area some distance beyond the
lip (say &>O.1) can be expected to buildup unevenly with
ice if this area is unprotected. The reason for this expected .
jaggedness in the ice buildup is that the droplets strike the
wall surface at a small angle (tirajectoricanearly parallel to
surface, see @s. 5 and 19). The points of impingement of
the small droplets in the cloud are influenced by small
irregukwitiea of the wall surface and by smalkcale turbu-
lence near the wall. The start of ice buildup at a point of
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wall irregularity praduces an unstable condition that pro-
motes further growth of ice on that particular point and
producw further turbulence for other growths.

SEAnowZONZ

The shadow zone is increased considerably in the 0.7-
velocity-ratio inlet as compared with the I.O-velocity-ratio
inlet, principally because of the change in physical geome@y
of the inner wall rather than the change in velocity ratio.
The shapea of the tangent trajectories, which determine one
boundary of the shadow zone, are very similar in the two
inlets for comparable flight and atmospheric conditions.

In both inlets and for some ilight and atmospheric con-
ditions the thickness of the shadow zone becomes appreciable
inside the irdet. If possible, consideration of the shadow
zone should be given in the positioning of boundary-layer
scoops. The thickness presented in figures 6, 13, and 23 @
for 0° angle of attack. A boundary-layer scoop designed
accordiug to these figures to be in the shadow zone might
be subjected tQ heavy concentration when the aircraft is
yawed or pitched, because the thiclmess of the shadow zone
is very sensitive to changea in angle of dttack.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The data presented herein can be used as a guide in the
evaluation of water ingestion in inlets. The studies on the
simple shapes at 0° angle of attack lead to some general
ca.wepta of water ingestion in inlets. The amount of water
ingested is not sensitive to small changes in shape of the
outer wall. The placement of a wall in the airflow will
usually disturb the airflow more than the droplet trajec-
tories. The impingement on the cowl ~. e., amount and
distribution) is quite sensitive to the physical shape and
surface condition of the wall. In most applications impinfy+
ment on the interior surface of the cowl can be expected for a
considerable distance inside the entrance, because the fore-
body deviates the hajectories away from the body and
toward the cowl.

The use of screens and boundary-layer-removal scoops at
the entrance requires careful design because of the existence
of the shadow zone and regions of high concentration. The
variation in concentration of water across an inlet shows
that a screen can buildup ice unevenly-in such manner as to
result in large radial-flow distortions.

&bhough only one inlet cor@uration was studied at an
inlet vel@ty ratio of 0.7, the general concept that lowering
the inlet-yelocity ratio lowers the ingestion efficiency can be
applied to a large variety of configurations. This concept
is evident from a study of the manner in which air stream-
lines change when the inlet-air velocity ratio is decreased for
a particular cm@guration. Since most aircraft (particularly
interceptor types) should be designed with protection against
ice formations during loitering, climb, and letdown, a design
based on water-ingestion data for an irdet velocity ratio of
1.0 will be adequate for lower velocity ratios. A lowering
of the velocity ratio will also result in higher impingement
near the inlet opening on the inner surface of the cowl.

~ can be seen from figures 5 and 19, no impingement oc-
curs on the outt3rsurface of the cowl over a large range of
meteorological and flight conditions. High local impinge-
ment efficiencies can be expected on the cowl lip for all en-
*c8 velocity ratios.

During the major portion of most flight plans the inlet
velocity ratio does not exceed 1.0 and does not decreasebelow
0.7. For most inlet designs, the accuracy of the methods
presented herein for e&mating amount and distribution of
impingement is within the accuracy of Imowledge of the
meteorological factors involved, such as liquid-water content
and droplet size.

As was statad early in this report, droplets that impinge
on the forebody are wumed to be removed from the pomi-
bility of entming the inlets. Ii reality, the water deposited
on the forebody may run back over the body surfrweand into
the inlet when the ice is melted by thermal anti-icing devices.
A discussion of runback is beyond the scope of this report.
The conditions resulting in runback and the effect of run-
back on screens, boundary-layer scoops, and other devices
in the inlets should be carefully considered in inlet designs.

Although the calculations were made for incompressible
flow, they should be applicable throughout the subsonio
region because of the small effect of compressibility on drop-
let ,tijectories (ref. 5) and the high flight critical Mach num-
ber of the configurations studied.

LEWIS Ihrcmr PROP~ON LABORATORY

NATIONAL ABvrsoEY COMMITPEE FOE &RONAUTIOS

CLEVELAND, OHIO, Noz7897ab8r2,1965
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APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS‘ “

area; sector of armulus in plane perpendicular to
major axis, sq ft

droplet radius, ft
local concentration factor, dimensionlms
coefficient of drag, dimensionless
total concentration factor, dimensionkss
constants for size of inlet (see eq. (2))
droplet diameter, microns
weight flux of water, lb/(hr) (sq ft)
inertia parameter, dimensionkas
major axis of ellipse, ft
local Reynolds number with respect to droplet,

dimensionless
free-stream Reynolds number with respect to

droplet, dimensiordesa
cylindrical coordinate, ratio of actual length to

major axis, dimensionless
distance along surface of ellipsoid measured from

stagnation point, ratio of actual distance to
major’ axis, dimensiordem

distance along inner surface of cowl measured
from point of inlet opening, ratio of actual dis-
tance to major axis, dimensionlex

time, sec
free-stream airspeed, mph
free-strewn aimpeed, ft/sec
local air veloci~, ratio to free-stream velocity,

dimensionless

,’

‘. “:loti droplet velocity, ratio to free-strewn velocity,
- ‘dimensionless
rate of water impingement on inner walI, lb/hr
rate of water impingement on cowl, lb/h.r
rate of water ingestion, lb/hr
local rate of water impingement on surface of cowl,

lb/(hr) (sq ft)
liquid-water content in cloud, g/cum
% fod distance of ellipsoid
local impingement factor on cowl, ft
eccentricity of ellipsedefined by a meridian section

of ellipsoid of revolution
prolabelliptic coordinates
viscosity of air, sings/(ft) (ss0)
density, ih@cu ft
dimensionless time function, T=tU*/L
potential function
streamline function

Subscripts:
air

; point of inlet entrance on ellipsoid surface
1 lip
r radial component
8 shadow
-km tangent
w water

axial compon&t
: frec+streamconditions

817



APPENDIX B

DERIVATIONOF PERTURBATIONFIELDFOR 0.7-VELOCfTY-RATI0INLET

The airflow field for confqgnration 2 (fig. 1(b)) was ob-
tained by adding a two-dimensional perturbation field to
the basic flow field about a lo-percem%tbick ellipsoid of
revolution. The perturbation field had the configuration
dcsc.ribedin reference 9 and mentioned in reference 10 under
the name ‘Tlorda mouthpiece.” This perturbation field
is expressed by the complm function

~*=e*+e@* @l)
where

~*=z*+&.* (B2)

e*=P+i+ (B3)

and the asterisk denotes special coordinates applicable only
to the Borda mouthpiece and differing from those of the
basic ellipsoid.

The rectanguhw coordinates are given parametrically by

z*=p+e+$ cm #

r*=$+e~ sin $

The application of the Cauchy-Riemann conditions

ap qo@=e=F-

rwdta in the velocity components:

(w

(B5)

(B6)

(B7)

In order to give the inlet proper position and size with
reaped to the basic ellipsoid, it is necessary to perform a
translation and change of scale according to the foIlowing
transformation:

z=0.00943z*+0.2780 =0.009.43 (p+e~ cm #)+0.2780 (338)

r= 0.00943r*+0.0418 =().()()943 (#+e? & #)+().0418 (B9)

A z,r point described by these equationa corresponds to the
same point in space described by the z,r coordinates used
for the basic ellipsoid. The transformation Ieavea the veloc-
ity components unchanged; but, for an inlet velocity ratio
of 0.7, they must be expressed in terms of the free-stream
velocity 27and inlet velocity u as

818

l+@’ cos#
()

o.3(1+# Cos*) ~lo,
749=1+* 00s +++’ l–G ‘l+2eP cos ++@’ ‘

where the subscript p denotes the perturbation to be added
to the field about the ellipsoid.

The transformation given in the equations (B8) and (B9)
approximately matches one streamline of the perturbation
‘field to the surface of the basic ellipsoid. Adding the per-
turbation velocity components in equations (B1O) and @n)
to the velocity components of the basic 10-percenMhick
ellipsoid gives one streamline that is the forebody ABC
shown in iigure l(b) and another streamline that is tho
inlet outer wall FDE. Also, when the perturbation velocities
obtained from equations (B1O) and (3311) are added to tho
basic components, the resulting velocity at the center of
the inlet opening is 0.714 with respect to the free-stream
velocity ~, but 0.7 with respect to the low-dbasic-ellipsoid
velocity.

The velocity components of the basic flow field may be
obtained from equations given in reference 1 and plottod
in figure 2 of reference 3.
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TABLE L—RELATION OF DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS TO ELLIYSOID SIZE AND ATMOSPHERIC AND FLIGHT
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